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Abstract 

This paper portrays the various combinations of nanomaterials and matrix materials analysis was made on the various ways of 

preparing the nano influenced matrix and compositewhich were used to fabricate the nanocomposite laminates.An in-

depthpanels. The analysis ranks the 5 types of processes for suitability of use in manufacturing automotive bumper  beam based 

on 6 main selection factors and 12 subfactors. Determining the right manufacturing process was performed based on AHP 

concept through utilizing Expert Choice software. Fiber – reinforced polymer  matrix composites offer a range of  potential 

advantages over conventional construction matrial. But present challenges in design and  manufacturing. This chapter 

commences with a discussion on application of polymer composites to illustrate where they may be competitive, and then briefly 

introduces constitutent materials and composite properties, whereas the bulk of the article covers the most common 

manufacturing techniques and their characteristics.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, polymer nanocomposite materials are coming up with the incorporation of nano fillers like nano clays, nano particles, 

nano tubes, nano fibers,etc., additionally, this incorporation of  nano reinforcements into elastomers, which considerably 

enhances their mechanical and thermal barrier properties in conjunction with noticeable improvements in adhesion, rheological 

and processing behavior.(1) The term composite refer to a combination of two or more distinct materials into one with the intent 

of suppressingundesirable properties of  the constituent materials in favor of  into of the desirable properties. This definition 

therefore doesn’t  include metal alloys or   polymer blends ,which are material combinations on the atomic  level .A composite 

offer’s a combination of  properties that are not available any isotropic material and is thus a unique material concept in its own 

right.                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

 The composite  concept is not an invention ;there is an abundance of  naturally  occurring composites, such as wood ,bone 

,incest  exoskeleton ,mollusk shell , and countless  other . Natural composites tend to be weaker and less stiff than the 

syntheticcomposites that are the main topic of  this article, but they are often superior in terms of design and  manufacture.natural 

composites are “smart material” in that they  adopt to the environment . A free for example grows in such way that it becomes  

stronger in the direction where strength is required and an incurred damage is gradually repaired. Theearliest recorded example 

of consclus human use of the composite concept dates  back to the early egyption, who used straw to reinforce clay form the Nile 

to make brick.(2) Composite material (or    composites for short) are engineered material made from two or more constituent 

material with significantly different  physical or chemical properties and which remain separate and distinct with in the finished 

structure.(3)Composites are one of the most advanced and adaptable engineering material known to men .progresses in the field 

of materials science and  technology have given birth to these fascinating and wonderful materials.Composites are heterogeneous 

innature, created by the assembly of  two or more components with fillers or reinforcing fibers and a capapactble matrix.The 

matrix may be matalic ,ceramic or polymeric in origin.It gives the composites their shape, surface appearance ,environmental 

tolerance and overall durability while the fibrous reinforcement carries most of the structural loads thus giving microscope 

stiffness and strength. 
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 Based on  the matrix material which forms the continuous phase ,the composites are broadlyclassified into metal matrix 

(MMC), ceramic matrix (CMC) and polymer matrix (PMC) composites .of these,polymer matrix composites are much easier to 

fabricate than MMC and CMC.This is due to the relatively low processing temperature required for fabricating polymer matrix 

composite.PMC’s generally consist of synthetic fibers like carbon ,nylon ,rayon or glass embedded in a polymer matrix ,which 

surrounds and tightly binds the fibers. Typically ,the fibers make up about 60% of polymer matrix composite by volume.(4) 
Table – 1 

Feature Size For Significant Changes In Properties Repoted In Nano Composite System (Reproducing From 5 With The Kind Permission Of 

The Author The Japan Society Of Power And Mettalurgy 

 

properties 
Feature size(mm) at which changes expected 

Catalytic activity <5 

Making hard material soft <20 

Producing reflective index changes <50 

Producing super paramagnetic and other electromagnetic phenomena <100 

Producing strengthing and toughening <100 

Modifying hardness and plasticity <100 

 

 
Fig. 1: Classification Based On Matrix 

II. CLASSIFICATION OF COMPOSITE 

1) Particulate                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

2) Fiber                                                                           

3) Laminate 

4) Hybrid 

 Particulate Reinforced Composites: A.

A composite whose reinforcement is a particle with all the dimension roughly equal are  called particulatereinforced composites. 

Particulate fillers are employed equal to improve high temperature performance ,reduce shrinkage. Therefore improve stiffness 

but will not generally strengthen.(4) 

 
Fig. 2: Graph Between Parameter Vs Volume Fraction 
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 Fiber Reinforced Composites: B.

Fiber reinforced composites contain reinforcements having lengths higher than cross sectional dimension. Fibrous reinforcement 

represents physical  rather than a chemical means of changing a material to suit variousengineering application.Reinforcing fiber 

in a single layer composite may short or long based  on its overall dimension.(4) 

 
Fig. 3: Fiber Reinforced Composites 

 LAMINATES: C.

A laminate is fabricated by stacking a number of laminate in the thickness direction. Generally three layers are arranged 

alternatively for better bounding the  between  reinforcement and the polymer matrix ,for example plywood and  paper.These 

laminates can have unidirectional or bi-directional orientation of the fiber reinforcement according to the ends use of the 

composite. A hybrid laminate can also be fabricated by the use of different constituent  materials  of  the same material with 

different reinforcing pattern.In most of the applications of laminated  composite, man made of fibers are used due to their good 

combination physical, mechanical and thermal  behavior.(4) 

 Hybrid Composites: D.

Composite material incorporated with two or more di ferent types of filters especially fibers in a single matrix are commonly 

known as hybrid composites. Hybridization is commonly used for improving the properties and for(4lowering cost of 

conventional composite.Rows of two or more constituents are arranged in a regular or random manner in inaptly hybrids while in 

intimately mixed type, these consituents are mixed as much as that no concentration of either type is present in composite 

material.(4) 

 
Fig. 4: Hybrid Composites 

III. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF COMPOSITES MATERIALS 

The advantagesof composites are many , including lighter weight , the ability to tailor the layup for optimum strength and 

stiffness , improved fatigue life, corrosion resistance , and ,with good design practice, reduced assembly costs due to fewer detail 

major cost and a constant maintenance problem for both commercial and military aircraft .The corrosion resistance of composites 

can result in major  savings in supportability costs. Carbon fiber and fasteners .corrosion of aluminum alloys is a composites 

cause galvanic corrosion of aluminum if the fibers are placed in direct contact with the  metal surface,but bounding a glass fabric 

electrical insulation layer on all interfaces that aluminum eliminates this problem. Temperature has an effect on composites 
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mechanical properties. Typically, matrix dominated mechanical properties decrease with increasing temperature. Fiber 

dominated  properties are somewhat affected by cold temperatures , but the effect are not as severe as  those of  elevated 

temperature on the matrix-dominated  properties .Absorbed moisture reduces the matrix dominated mechanical properties and 

cause the matrix to swell, which relative locked in thermal strains from elevated temperature curing. These strains from be large, 

and largepanels fixed at their edges can buckle due to strains caused by swelling. (5) 

IV. APPLICATION 

Application include aerospace ,transportation,construction marine good ,sporting good, and more recently infrastructure, with 

construction and  transportation  being the largest.In general , high –performance but more costly continuous –carbon- fiber 

composite are used drove the development of much of the technology now being used by other industries.Both small and  large 

commercial aircraft rely on composites to decrease weight and increase fuel performance , the most striking example being the 

50% composite airframe for the new Boeing 787corrosion is a major  headache and expense for the marine industry. Composites 

help minimize these problems  ,primarily because they do not corrode like metals or rot like wood.Hulls of boats ranging from 

small fishing boats to large racing yachts are routinely made of glass fibers andpolyester or vinyl ester resins.(5) 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this article, an endeavor has been made to present a review of  representativejournal publication covering trials conducted with 

the inclusion of Nano clays ,nanoparticle ,nanotubes , and nano fibers within the material matrix in the preceding few 

decades.Albeit the development of nano materials have afforded material materials with superior properties , still there is an 

obligation to conduct more analysis to find out feasible, viable and dominant category of composite systems ,that might 

inherently contribute to wide range of industry and socityas well.The first and foremost conclusion proved that the addition of 

Nano fillers reduced the brittleness property of composite laminates. Moreover , much of the experimental studies had been 

targeted to enhance the tensile ,flexural ,compression ,inter –intra laminar fracture toughness , impact strength , shear strength 

,stiffness,electrical ,and thermal properties ,chemical and corrosion resistance, etc., seldom few concentration on applications by 

using biodegrable natural resin.The second conclusion to be drawn is that the analytical and simulation models for the 

experimental study should be developed so as to interpret the experimental results with its adopted to be use full to settleon  the 

form most acceptable application 
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